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POLYNOMIAL FLOWS ON C"

BRIAN A. COOMES

Abstract. We show that polynomial flows on E" extend to functions holo-

morphic on C"+ and that the group property holds after this extension. Then

we give some methods, based on power series, for determining when a vector

field has a polynomial flow.

0. Introduction

Consider the initial value problem

(0.1) y   (=dy/dt)=\(y),        y(0) = xeRn,

where V is a C vector field on R" . Let </> : Q —> E" be the (local) flow

associated with (0.1 ) where Q, an open subset of E x E" , is the natural domain

of 4>. For each t in E let If' be the set of all x in E" such that (t, x) is

in Q.

The flow (¡> is said to be a polynomial flow and V is said to be a p-f vector

field if for each t in E the /-advance map cj> : U' —► E" is polynomial. That

is, if ni : E" —> E is the projection map onto the z'th coordinate, ni o <f> is

polynomial for / = 1, ... , n .

Meisters [Ml] first asked the question: Which vector fields have polynomial

flows? Results on polynomial flows can be found in [BM, M2, MO, Cl, and C2].

However, Meisters original question remains unanswered. In fact, Meisters and

Olech [MO] show that a completely effective method for determining which

vector fields have polynomial flows may either confirm the Jacobian conjecture

of Algebraic Geometry or lead to a counterexample. See Bass, Connell, and

Wright [BCW] for a thorough discussion of the Jacobian conjecture.

We wish to develop methods for recognizing p-f vector fields. That is, we

wish to find some of their distinguishing properties and to find ways of checking

whether a given (not necessarily p-f) vector field has these properties. In this

paper we investigate the properties of polynomial flows when we allow time, /,

and the initial condition, x, to be complex. In § 1 we show that a polynomial
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494 B. A. COOMES

flow extends to a function holomorphic on C"+1 . In §2 we derive a power

series form of the flow associated with an analytic vector field and show how

this series can be used to calculate the solution of some familiar differential

equations. Then in §3 we show how to use the power series derived in §3 to

determine whether a vector field has a polynomial flow.

1. Polynomial flows are entire

Consider the linear differential equation

(1.1) y = Ay

where A is an n x n matrix of real numbers. Notice that the flow of (1.1),

tp(t, x) = e' x, is linear in x and that it extends to a function holomorphic

on C x C" . In this section we show that, more generally, a polynomial flow

tj) extends to a holomorphic function 0:CxC"-+C". Furthermore, we show

that this extension satisfies the group property. That is,

<S>(t + s, x) = 0(/, 0>(s, x))

for all t and 5 in C and for all x in C".

Let Í2 be an open neighborhood of {0} xl" in E x E" and let

B(x; e) = {z eC: \z - x\ <e}.

Definition 1.1. A flow <f>: Í2 —► E" is said to be entire or to be an entire flow if

there exists a holomorphic function 3>: C x C" -> C" such that

(1) <D|n = ¿;
(2) <S>(t + s, x) = <D(i, <3>(s, x)) for all t and 5 in C and all x in C" .

Theorem 1.1. Polynomial flows are entire.

Proof. If r = (rx, ... , rf  is an  «-tuple of nonnegative integers and x =

(xx, ... , xn) is a vector in either E" or C" , let \r\ = rx -\-h rn and xr =

xrx ■ ■ ■ xrnn. Let 0 be a polynomial flow. Then there exist real analytic functions

ar : E —► E" such that for some fixed positive integer d

(1.2) tj)(t, x) = ^ ar(t)xr,        teR, xeR".

\r\<d

(See [BM, Theorem 6.1].) Denote the right-hand side of (1.2) by 4>(t, x). We

can extend each ar to a function analytic in some open neighborhood Wr of

the real axis ( Wr is an open subset of C ). Let W = (~),r,<d Wr. Since this is a

finite intersection, W is also an open neighborhood of the real axis.
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Since 4> is polynomial in x for each t, it extends uniquely to a function

analytic on W x C" . Pick 6 > 0 so that B = B(0 ; ô) c W. We claim

( 1 )   4> satisfies the group property on B x C" ; and,

(2) we can take B to be C.

To prove our first claim, we first show c¡> satisfies the group property on

E x C" , then we show $ satisfies the group property on B xCn .

To see that 4> satisfies the group property on E x C", fix t and 5 in E.

Then both <j>(t, tj>(s, x)) and ¿f>(t + s,x) are polynomial. Since they are equal

as polynomials on E" , they must be equal as polynomials on C" . Since t and

5 were arbitrary, the group property holds on RxC".

To see that </> satisfies the group property on B x C" , fix x eC". First we

note that both tf>(t, <f>(s, x)) and <p(t + s,x) are defined when t, s, and t + s

all lie in B. Fix s eBnR. Let fi(t) = $(t + s, x) and g(t) = <j>(t, tf>(s, x)).

Then fi(t) and g(t) are defined and analytic when teB and t + seB. That

is, fi(t) and g(t) are defined and analytic when teBn(B-s). But Bn(B-s)

contains an open interval about zero on the real axis and by the group property

fit) = git) on this interval. Therefore f(t) = g(t) on B n (B - s) since it

is a connected open set and both f(t) and g(t) are analytic there. Hence for

s eBnR, teB, and t + seB we have

(1.3) $(t, $(s, x)) = $(t + s, x).

That is, for all for s e B n E, teB, and t + seB the group property holds.

Next fix t e B . Let h(s) = cj>(t + s, x) and k(s) = <f>(t, $(s, x)). Then

h(s) and k(s) are defined and analytic when s e B and t + seB. That is,

h(s) and k(s) are defined and analytic when s e B n (B - t). But B n (B - t)

contains an open interval about zero on the real axis and by the argument in

the preceding paragraph h(s) = k(s) on this interval. Therefore h(s) = k(s)

on B r\(B - t) since it is a connected open set and both h(s) and k(s) are

analytic there. Hence for s e B, teB, and t + seB we have (1.3). That is,

for s e B, teB, and t + seB the group property holds. Since x e C" was

arbitrary, our first claim is proved.

To prove our second claim, it suffices to show that we may choose S = co

(that is, B = B(0; 3) = C). By way of contradiction, suppose that for some

finite ô>0, (f> has an analytic extension to B(0; S) x C" satisfying (1.3) but

4> has no analytic extension to B(0; ôx) x Cn satisfying (1.3) for any ôx> ô .

Define 4>: B(0; 20) x C" -» C" via cf>(t, x) = $(t/2, 0(i/2, x)). We will show

that </3 is analytic on B(0; 2ô) x C and satisfies the group property there and

thus arrive at a contradiction.

To see that <7> is analytic on 5(0 ; 23) x C" note that it is the composition of

analytic functions. To see that </> satisfies the group property on B(0 ; 2ô) x C"

note that if x e Cn and t, s, and t + s all lie in B(0; 20) then t/2, s/2 and
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(t + s)/2 ail lie in 5(0 ; S). Thus

4>(t + s,x) = 4>((t + s)/2, 4>((t + s)/2,x))

= $(t/2,$(s/2,4>((t + s)/2,x)))

= $(t/2,$(s/2,$(t/2,$is/2,x))))

= 4>(t/2,4>((s + t)l2,4>(s/2,x)))

= $(t/2, $(t/2, $(s/2, $(s/2, x))))

= $(t/2,$(t/2,4>(s,x)))

= <¡>(t, 4>(s, x)).

That is, 4>(t, x) satisfies the group property which is a contradiction. Therefore

we may take B = W = C and 4> extends to a holomorphic function $:Cx

C" -> C" such that for all x e C" , and t,seC, ®(t + s, x) = <$(t, <t>(s, x)).

Hence tf> is an entire flow.   D

Bass and Meisters [BM] show that p-f vector fields are polynomial, have

constant divergence, and are complete—all solutions are defined for all real /.

Notice that entire flows are complete flows. However, as the following example

demonstrates, the flow for a polynomial vector field with constant divergence

can be entire without being polynomial.

Example 1.1 (G. H. Meisters). Consider the initial value problem

x = ax-xp'(xy)   (= ax — H),    x(0) = xQ,

y = by + yp'(xy)   (= by + Hf),    y(0)=y0,

where p is a polynomial in one variable and H(x, y) = p(xy) serves as a

polynomial Hamiltonian if a and b are both zero. The vector field here is

polynomial, has constant divergence, and the solution is

x(t) = xQexp (at - / p'(x0y0e(a' ')s)dsj ,

y(t) = y0 exp (bt + / p'(x0y0ela+b)s)dsJ

which is entire yet not, in general, polynomial in (x0, y0).

If V is a p-f vector field, we can think of O as being the flow for the initial

value problem

y = \(y),       y(0) = xeC",

where we allow both / and x to take on complex values. That is, since V is

polynomial, it has a natural extension to V: C" —» C" and with the convention

0?x(t) = <t>(t, x), we have ^Ox(i) = V(<Dx(/)),  (t, x) e C x Cfl , and <Dx(0) =

x.

2. A power series form of the FLOW

Our methods for determining whether a vector field has a polynomial flow

(see §3) use a power series representation of the flow. In this section we derive
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this representation. We also show how it can be used to calculate the flow of

some elementary systems.

Let X be an analytic vector field on some domain G in C" . Recall that the

solution of initial value problem

(2.1) J> = X(y),        y(0) = xeG,

has a unique analytic solution cj>x(t) defined on some disk in C centered at

zero. As always, let 4>(x) = <¡>xit) = cp(t, x). Define ck(x) by

(2.2) Cf(x) = x;    ck+x(x) = Dck(x)X(x),        k>0,

where D is the derivative operator. We call the ck 's the Maclaurin coefficients

of X because of the following.

Theorem 2.1. Let cf> and X be as above.  Then there exists a neighborhood U

of {0} x G in C x C" where

OO /      \

(2.3) Ht,x) = ̂ 2cJ^tf
fc=0

We will give a short formal argument to motivate the proof of this theorem,

then we will prove it rigorously.

Our formal argument is as follows: Let

^*) = £^'*
k=0

be a power series representation of the flow. Set t = 0 to see fifx) = x. By

the group property we have

4>(t + s, x) = <f>(t, (p(s, x))

or

k=0 ' k=0

First, differentiate with respect to 5

V^ Jj¿*Lt, .u <f~x - V^ DfM*, x))cp(s, x) ¿

then set s = 0
oo        r / „\ oo
V   fk{x)  ik~x = V Dfkix)VJx) tk

adjust the summation index on the left-hand side

f> fk+xix) k _ A Dfik(x)Y(x) k
^    k\ L>        k\
k=0 k=0

and by equating coefficients of corresponding powers of /, we get the recursion

relation for the Maclaurin coefficients.
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It seems unlikely that this formula is unknown. Although, since it is quite

easy to derive (at least formally), it is surprising that it is not better known.

The rest of this section is devoted to rigorously proving Theorem 2.1. First

we introduce some notation

( 1 )   t and s represent complex time;

(2) x is in C" ;

(3) R = {w e Cn : \w - x\ < b } where b is a positive real number;

(4) B(t;e) = {zeC:\z-t\ <e}.

We stated above that the solution of (2.1) is analytic in t. More precisely, we

have the following.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose X is analytic and bounded on the open rectangle R and

let M = sup{|X(ifj)| : w e R}. Then there exists a unique function cj>x(t) =

tf)(t, x), analytic in t on B(0; b/M), which is a solution of the initial value

problem (2.1).

This lemma follows immediately from Theorem 8.1 in Chapter 1 of Cod-

dington and Levinson [CL].

Notice that for t and 5 sufficiently small (but complex) both <f>, ,At) and

tf>x(t + s) are solutions of the initial value problem

y = X(y),       y(0) = cf>x(s).

By uniqueness of solutions guaranteed by Lemma 2.1, we have that tf> satisfies

the (local) group property in complex time.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose J2T=oakXk has radius of convergence p>0 and suppose

t,seB(0; p/2). Then

OO OO      k sj \ oo     oo //,\

k=0 k=0 1=0        V   ' /=0 *:=/        V   '

Proof. From the binomial theorem it follows that

oo     kOO OO A /f  \

E«*«+*>* = £ £fl*(îy**~'-
)t=0 k=0 /=o       v   '

To see that we may then switch the order of summation, it suffices to show

oo     k /L-\

££ aAiYsk~l <o°-
fc=0 /=o v   J

Let M = max{|í|, |s|} and note that M < p/2 . Then

k ,, s k

Eh(î>vi-wi:(î)
/=0 V   ' 1=0   v   '

*lt(î)
/=0   v   y

feVii/-'i

<|flj>"       ] M lMk-'

= \ak\(M + M)=\ak\(2M)k
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Thus
oo     k /h\ °°
££iM,y^£i**i(2A/)fe.

fc=0 /=o       v   ' k=0

Since 2M < p, Yfk=o \ak\i2M)k converges.   D

Proof of Theorem 2.1. For each z in G we will show that <f> is of the form

(2.3) on a neighborhood of (0, z) in C x C" . The union as z runs through G

of such neighborhoods will give us U.

By Lemma 2.1, for each z in G there exists ez, bz > 0 with Rz = {x e

C" : \x - z\ < bz} such that

(1) tp is defined on B(0; ez) x Rz ;

(2) for each x e Rz, tpx is analytic in t on B(0; ef ;

(3) given x e Rz there exists xSz > 0 such that for s, t e B(0; xôz), we

have 4>(s, x) e Rz and tp(t + s, x) = tp(t, tp(s, x)).

Thus for (t,x)e 5(0; ez) x Rz we have

t>^x) = ±f-^tk.

k=0

Recall that power series are uniquely represented by their coefficients. Hence,

since z is arbitrary, we can take fik: G —> C" , rc = 0,l,2,..., and these

functions are well defined.

We notice that

4>(0, x) = ff(x) = x = cfx),        xeG,

and then proceed by induction: Suppose fm is analytic and equal to cm on

G for some fixed m > 0. Fix z in G and then fix x in Rz. If y =

min(ez/2, x6f), for t, s in 5(0; y) we have

(2.4) tp(t + s, x) = tf>(t, tj)(s, x)).

We also have

<t>(t+s,x) = jrf£p-(t+s)k.
k=0

By Lemma 2.2, since t, s e 5(0; s 12),

fkix),.     ,*     ^4-(k\fkix), k-i

k=0 k=0 1=0  V   '

S

(2-5) =ee(;
(-=0 k=l
oo        oo

k\fkjx)tisk-i

= £''£ J
k\

k\fkix)k-i
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We also have

(2.6)
AU    AU       X,       ̂  fiftiS , X)) J
Cp't, (f)(S ,X))=2^-7j-1 .

¡=0

Now fix 5 . From (2.4) we see that the coefficient of tm in (2.5) must be equal

to the coefficient of tm in (2.6) (we are again using the fact that if two power

series are equal, their coefficients must be equal). Hence for all 5 in 5(0; y)

we have

(2.7)
fJ4>is,x))

m\ ¿^    k\
k=m

k\   k-m

ml

We now differentiate both sides of (2.7) with respect to s and set 5 = 0.

Since f   is analytic on G, from the left-hand side of (2.7) we have

Tsfm(cp(s,x))lm\
î=0

_1_
m\

Dfm(4>(s, x))4>(s, x]
s=0

(2.8) f
ml

1

—Dfim(tp(s, x))X(tp(s, x))
s=0

m
Df(x)X(x).

From the right-hand side of (2.7) we have

ds E
k=m

fkix)_k-m

k\
= E

xmJ    k\
s=0        k=m+\   v     '

m+l\fm+xix)

'^ fkix)-(k - m)/""'1

5=0

(2.9) m   J (m + 1)!

m+ 1

1

mV-  „,\fm+\ix)-

Comparing (2.8) and (2.9) we see that

DfiJx)X(x) = fim+x(x).

Hence fim+x  is analytic on Rz.  Furthermore, fm+x = cm+x  on Rz  (because

fm — cm on G ). Since z was arbitrary, fm+x is analytic and equal to cm+x on

G. By induction, fik is analytic and equal to ck on G for all k .

Take

U= \J(B(0;ez)xRz).
zeG

Notice that

(1) U is a neighborhood of {0} x G in CxC°;

(2) cf> has the form (2.3) on f.   D
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Notice that Theorem 2.1 could also be proved using Taylor's theorem. To

see this, notice that if 4> is the flow associated with the vector field X, we can

use (2.1) to show that

dk4>

-¿r(O) = <*(*)■

for every x in En .

The form of the solution given in Theorem 2.1 can be used in solving some

familiar differential equations

Example 2.1. Consider the one-dimensional initial value problem

y = y2,      yi0) = x.

In this case ck(x) = k\x +1 for k > 0. Therefore, if cf> is the associated flow,

oo

k=0

on some open neighborhood of {0} x C" .

Example 2.2. Consider the n-dimensional system

y = Ay,       y(0)=x

where A is an n x n matrix of real numbers.  In this case ck(x) = A x for

oo     .k .k

(p(t,x) = Y^-rrx = eAtx

k >0. Therefore, if </> is the associated flow,

tl
k\

k=0

on some open neighborhood of {0} x C" (namely C x C").

Example 2.3. Consider the 2-dimensional system

(2.10) x = x,    x(0) = x0,    y = 3y + x2,    y(0) = y0.

If 4> is the associated flow,

w-(*o.yo»=(ih+xAf,^y,

on some open neighborhood of {0} x C" (namely CxC").

Proof. We will assume a form for the ck 's and then show by induction that the

form holds for all k . Let

sk(xo>yo)= U*v X,°R  2) -     k>°>
\ ■* y0 + Kkxo /

where the Rk 's are constants which satisfy the difference equation

(2.11) Rk+x=2Rk + 3k,        k>0,        50 = 0.
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Notice that c0 = cQ. Assume that ck = ck for some k > 0. Then

ck+\ixo > yQ) = Dckixo. y0)yixo. y0)

= \2Rkx0    3k){3yflx2f)

= \3k+xyf + (2Rk + 3k)x2f)

= {3k+xyf+°Rk+xx2f)-

Thus ck = ck for ail k > 0. We solve (2.11) to get Rk = 3k -2k . Thus

Cfc(X°'y°H(3^0+^)-2\2)-

By Theorem 2.1, if 0 is the flow associated with (2.10)

0(í,(xo,yo)) = ¿(     k Y    ~k  2ukn.)
k~o\{3 iyo + xo)-2 x0)t ¡k\)

-( X°e' ]      D
—  I   ,        ,      2,   31 2   It   I •     u

\(y0 + Xf)e   -x0e   J

3. Applications to polynomial flows

Which vector fields have polynomial flows? Using the results in § 1, we can

now narrow down the field of candidates to those vector fields which

( 1 ) are polynomial;

(2) have entire flows;

(3) have constant divergence.

However, as Example 1.1 shows, a vector field may have all three of these

properties and still not be a p-f vector field.

In this section we give a condition, based on the Maclaurin coefficients, nec-

essary and sufficient for a vector field to have a polynomial flow. We caution

the reader that verification of this condition is tantamount to finding a closed

form expression for the flow. Hence, while it is a strong condition, applying it

is not practical.

In this section we also give a condition, also based on the Maclaurin coeffi-

cients, sufficient for a vector field not to have a polynomial flow. This condition,

in contrast, is frequently easy to apply. We will use this condition to show that

the Lorenz system does not have a polynomial flow. See Coomes [C2] for an-

other proof of this.

Define the degree of of a polynomial map P : E" —► E" to be the maximum

of the degrees of each of its components. Also define the degree of zero to be

-oo . Notice that the system in Example 2.3 has a polynomial flow. Also notice

that the ck 's are of bounded degree. This is a property which characterizes p-f

vector fields as we show in the following.
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Theorem 3.1. Let Y be a polynomial vector field on  Rn   and let ck,   k =

0,1,2, ... , be the Maclaurin coefficients of V. Then V is a p -f vector field if

and only if the sequence {de$ck(x)}™=0 is bounded above.

Proof. ( <= ) If the sequence is bounded above, say by d, then we have vectors

akr e R"  such that ck(x) = Y.\r\<dakrXr  for all fc > 0.   If 0 is the flow

associated with V, by Theorem 2.1 we have
OO /     \ oo

(3.1) ^M) = EF = EEv^
k=0        ' k=0\r\<d

Notice that V(x) = cx(x) = J2\r\<dairxr • ^et ^ he the number of «-tuples

of nonnegative integers r with \r\ < d . If

«kr=\ \

\akrin)J

then let Nk = max{ \akr(i)\ : I < i < n, \r\ < d } . Since ck+x(x) = Dck(x)V(x),

the zth component of ck+x is given by

n r

E ak+l,ri')xr = £ E "krityj—  £ aisU)xS
\r\<d 7=1 |r|<rf J \s\<d

n r   s

= E E   E akrii)alsU)rj^-
7=1 |r|<«/|i|<«i J

which implies that \ak+x r(i)\ < nM dNxNk, i = 1, ... , n. Hence Nk+X <

nM2dNxNk. Notice that N0 = 1. Thus if we let L = nM2dNx, we have

Nk < Lk for all k > 0.

Pick x e Cn . Let K = max{ 1, |j>c11, ... , \xn\) . If || • || is the sup norm,

oo oo j k ydi.ik

E E \KrXrtk/ki\\ < e E ^4^
k=0\r\<d k=0\r\<d

= E00 MLkKd\t\k

k\
k=0

= MKdem.

Thus we may switch the order of summation in (3.1) and hence
oo

4>(t,x)= Y^ ^akrxrtk/k\

\r\<d k=0

oo

= £*'£%//*'

\r\<d      k=0

- E aM)*-
\r\<d

Therefore V has a polynomial flow.
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(=>) If V is a p-f vector field with flow tf>, by Theorem 2.1 we have

dk4>

dr

But we also have

dt \r\<d   dt

Hence all the ck 's are of degree less than or equal to d.   u

Notice that contained in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is another proof that

solutions associated with p-f vector fields are entire (see Theorem 1.1).

Without explicitly calculating the Maclaurin coefficients of a given polyno-

mial vector field, it is difficult to determine whether they are of bounded degree.

But, from Theorem 2.1, a formula for the Maclaurin coefficients gives a formula

for the flow. That is, explicitly calculating the Maclaurin coefficients is equiv-

alent to explicitly calculating the flow. This points out the impracticality of

applying Theorem 3.1. However, the following theorem does lead to a practical

method for determining whether a vector field does not have a polynomial flow.

Theorem 3.2. Let Y be a p-f vector field and let ck, k = 0, 1,2, ... , be the

Maclaurin coefficients of V. Then maxk>Q{degck} = max(eR{deg</>'} .

Proof. Since V is a p-f vector field, both {de%ck: k = 1,2,3,...} and

{de%tf : t e E} are finite sets containing 1 (degc0 = deg«/> = 1). Thus

the maxima of these sets are defined. Let dx = max/l:>0{degcA.} and d2 =

maxieR{deg0'}. It follows that we may write

cf)(t,x)= Y^ ar(t)xr.

\r\<d2

Since

dt \r\<dl dt

we have dx < d2. It also follows from Theorem 1.1 that we may write

mi *     \     ^ckix)f

fc=0

Using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, if ck(x) = Yl\r\<d arkx >

we have

oo

(3.2) 0(/,x) = E E arkxrtk/k\.
k=0\r\<d.
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In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we showed that we can switch the order of sum-

mation in (3.2) and factor out xr to get
oo

<j>(t,X) =   E  *'£ûr//fc!-
\r\<d,       k=0

Thus the degree of each /-advance map is less than or equal to dx . Therefore

d2< dx. Hence d2 = dx.   D

Call a polynomial map P: Rn —> M." a p-symmetry of the vector field V if P

has a polynomial inverse and maps solutions of (0.1) to solutions of (0.1). If

V has a polynomial flow, (see Coomes [Cl or C2]) each /-advance map <p' is

a p-symmetry of V.

We now give our method, based on Theorem 3.2 and p-symmetries, for

determining when a polynomial vector field does not have a polynomial flow:

Given a polynomial vector field we can frequently get a bound on the degree of

its p-symmetries. The degree of some ck exceeds this bound if and only if V

does not have a polynomial flow.

Example 3.1. The Lorenz system

x = o(y - x)
(x,y ,z)e

o, p, ß > 0
(3.3) y = px -y -xz

z = -ßz + xy

(see, for example, Lorenz [L], Sparrow [S], and Guckenheimer and Holmes [GH])

does not have a polynomial flow.

Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose that the Lorenz system does have a

polynomial flow. It can be shown (see Coomes [Cl or C2]) that every p-

symmetry of (3.3) has degree at most two. By the remarks made above, it

follows that every /-advance map associated with (3.3) has degree less than or

equal to two. That is, maxreR{deg0'} < 2.

Let V be the vector field of (3.3) and let ck , k = 0, 1, 2, ... , be the

Maclaurin coefficients of V

Notice that cx=\. Thus

c2(x) = Dcx(x)V(x) = DV(x)V(x)

-a       a       0 \   /   a(y - x)

p-z    -1    -x II px - y - xz
y        x     -ß) V   xy-ßz

(o  + op)x - (o2 + o)y - oxz

(op + l)y - (ap + p)x + (ß + o + Y)xz - oyz - x2z

px2 - (ß + o + Y)xy + oy2 + ß2z - x2z

Thus degc2 = 3 . Henee maxA:>0{degcA.} > 3 . We have

max{deg<¿'} < 2 < 3 < max{degc, }
tem ~ k>o k

which contradicts Theorem 3.2.   D
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